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Abstract

Memory B cells are long-lived cells that generate a more vigorous response upon recogni-

tion of antigen (Ag) and T cell help than naïve B cells and ensure maintenance of durable

humoral immunity. Functionally distinct subsets of murine memory B cells have been iden-

tified based on isotype switching of BCRs and surface expression of the co-stimulatory

molecule CD80 and co-inhibitory molecule PD-L2. Memory B cells in a subpopulation with

low surface expression of CD80 and PD-L2 are predominantly non-isotype switched and

can be efficiently recruited into germinal centers (GCs) in secondary responses. In con-

trast, a CD80 and PD-L2 positive subset arises predominantly from GCs and can quickly

differentiate into antibody-secreting plasma cells (PCs). Here we demonstrate that single

transient acquisition of Ag by B cells may be sufficient for their long-term participation in

GC responses and for development of various memory B cell subsets including CD80 and

PD-L2 positive effector-like memory cells that rapidly differentiate into class-switched PCs

during recall responses.

Introduction

Long term humoral immunity is critical for protection from many pathogens and is elicited

by most successful vaccines. Upon primary infection or immunization, a small population

of Ag-specific B cells becomes activated and expands after acquiring T cell help [1]. Some of

these expanded clones differentiate into memory B cells, which circulate and can be rapidly

recruited into the humoral immune response upon reacquisition of Ag and T cell help [2,3,4].

Other activated B cells are recruited into GCs, in which they undergo somatic hypermutation

of their BCRs and higher affinity clones are selected based on their ability to acquire Ag and T

cell help [5]. Memory B cells and antibody-secreting PCs differentiate from GC B cells after

iterative rounds of mutation and selection, although memory cells are thought to undergo less

stringent affinity-based selection compared to PCs [6,7].

Memory B cells can be most broadly defined as B cells that have been activated by Ag and

persist in its absence [8,9]. A number of recent studies have demonstrated that functionally

distinct subsets of murine memory B cells can be identified phenotypically, either by expres-

sion of an isotype-switched or unswitched BCR [3,4,10] or by expression of combinations of
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the co-stimulatory and co-inhibitory molecules CD80 and PD-L2 [11,12]. While memory B

cells that form prior to GCs are predominantly IgM positive, the majority of memory B cells

that differentiate from GCs are class-switched [3,4,13]. Studies employing isotype switching

as a marker of functional heterogeneity found that class-switched memory B cells are more

“effector memory-like,” that is, they differentiate more rapidly into PCs upon reencountering

Ag and T cell help, whereas IgM memory cells were more “naïve-like” in that they were more

predisposed to participate in secondary GCs prior to differentiating into PCs [3,10]. Studies

using CD80 and PDL2 to differentiate subsets of memory cells identified at least three func-

tionally distinct memory subsets, defined as double negative (DN, CD80−PD-L2−), single posi-

tive (SP, CD80−PD-L2+), and double positive (DP, CD80+PD-L2+). Isotype-switched and

unswitched memory B cells are present in all three subpopulations, but the DN population

consists of predominantly IgM+ B cells, whereas the SP and DP populations are comprised of

progressively more class-switched cells and demonstrate increasing propensity to differentiate

quickly into PCs. While DN cells are the most naïve-like, DP cells are thought to originate pre-

dominantly from GCs [11,12,13].

Previously we found that single transient Ag acquisition is sufficient for B cell recruitment

into immune responses when T cell help is available, including their participation in histologi-

cally-defined GCs and differentiation into PCs and memory B cells [14]. Interestingly, com-

pared to GC and PC responses, the short-term memory B cell response appeared least affected

by the dose of transiently acquired Ag or reacquisition of Ag by the participating B cells. How-

ever, in that study memory cell subsets and class-switching were not quantitatively assessed. In

addition, the memory B cell response was only analyzed out to 21 days, while later timepoints

were not examined. Therefore, whether transient acquisition of Ag by B cells is sufficient

for their differentiation into the memory B cell subsets described above is not known, and

whether memory cells generated by B cells that transiently acquire Ag persist in the periphery

is unclear. In the work described below we demonstrate that single transient acquisition of Ag

may be sufficient for long-term participation of B cells in GC responses and for development

of various memory B cell subsets including DP and class-switched cells that can quickly differ-

entiate into PCs during a recall response.

Materials and methods

Mice

C57BL/6 (B6) and Ptprca Pepcb/BoyJ (B6-CD45.1) mice were purchased from the Jackson Lab-

oratory. BCR transgenic Hy10 mice (C57BL/6 background) [15] were generously provided by

Jason Cyster. Hy10 mice were crossed with B6-CD45.1 mice and maintained on this back-

ground. Donor and recipient mice were 6–12 weeks of age. All mice were maintained in a spe-

cific pathogen free environment and protocols were approved by the Institutional Animal

Care and Use Committee of the University of Michigan.

Ag preparation

Duck eggs were locally purchased and duck egg lysozyme (DEL) was purified as previously

described [15]. BSA and OVA were purchased from Sigma, and DEL was conjugated to OVA

via glutaraldehyde cross-linking as previously described [15].

Immunization and adoptive transfer

Male recipient mice were immunized s.c. in the flanks and base of tail with 50 μg BSA, OVA,

or DEL-OVA emulsified in CFA (Sigma), prepared according to the manufacturer’s directions.

Transiently antigen primed B cells form multiple memory subsets
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Where indicated, recipient mice were reimmunized with 50 μg DEL-OVA emulsified in IFA

(Sigma), prepared according to the manufacturer’s directions.

Hy10 B cells were enriched from male and female donor mice by negative selection as pre-

viously described [16]. For transient exposure to Ag, purified Hy10 B cells were incubated

with DEL-OVA ex vivo for 5 minutes at 37˚C, washed four times with room temperature

DMEM supplemented with 4.5 g/L glucose, L-glutamine and sodium pyruvate, 2% FBS, 10

mM HEPES, 50 IU/mL of penicillin, and 50 μg/mL of streptomycin, and transferred i.v. to

recipient mice.

Flow cytometery

Single-cell suspensions from spleens or draining inguinal lymph nodes (dLNs) were incubated

with biotinylated antibodies (S1 Table) for 20 minutes on ice, washed twice with 200 μl PBS

supplemented with 2% FBS, 1 mM EDTA, and 0.1% NaN3 (FACS buffer), incubated with

fluorophore-conjugated antibodies and streptavidin (S1 Table) for 20 minutes on ice, washed

twice more with 200 μl FACS buffer, and resuspended in FACS buffer for acquisition. For

intracellular staining, surface-stained cells were fixed and permeabilized for 20 minutes on ice

with BD Cytofix/Cytoperm buffer, washed twice with 200 μl BD Perm/Wash buffer, incubated

with for 20 minutes on ice with fluorophore-conjugated antibodies (S1 Table), followed by

two washes with 200 μl Perm/Wash buffer, and resuspended in FACS buffer for acquisition.

Data were acquired on a FACSCanto or LSRFortessa and analyzed using FlowJo (TreeStar).

Statistics

Statistical tests were performed as indicated using Prism 6 (GraphPad). Differences between

groups not annotated by an asterisk did not reach statistical significance. No blinding or ran-

domization was performed for animal experiments, and no animals or samples were excluded

from analysis.

Results

To determine the ability of B cells to differentiate into various subpopulations of memory B

cells in vivo after a single transient acquisition of Ag, and to define how their development and

persistence over time depends on the dose of initially acquired Ag and reacquisition of Ag in
vivo, we used an experimental approach similar to that described before (Fig 1A) [14]. Purified

Hy10 B cells specific for avian lysozyme [15,17] were pulsed ex vivo for 5 minutes with either a

saturating (50 μg/mL) or threshold activating (0.5 μg/mL) concentration of the moderate affin-

ity Ag duck egg lysozyme (DEL) [18] fused to ovalbumin (DEL-OVA) and the unbound Ag

was then washed off. 105 Ag-pulsed Hy10 B cells were transferred into recipient mice, which

had been s.c. immunized with OVA in CFA three days earlier to activate endogenous OVA-

specific helper T cells. Under these conditions, DEL-OVA-primed B cells could not reacquire

cognate Ag in vivo, but could digest pre-acquired OVA, present OVA-derived peptides, and

make cognate interactions with activated OVA-specific Th cells (Fig 1A, upper panel). As a

positive control, Hy10 B cells pulsed with a saturating concentration of DEL-OVA as described

above or which remained unpulsed were transferred to DEL-OVA immunized mice, in which

Ag could be re-acquired (Fig 1A, middle panel). As negative controls, Hy10 B cells were pulsed

with a saturating dose of DEL-OVA and transferred to recipient mice preimmunized with the

irrelevant Ag BSA. In the BSA-immunized mice no cognate Th cell help would be available for

DEL-OVA pulsed Hy10 B cells at the time of their transfer (Fig 1A, lower panel).

We analyzed development of memory B cells by Hy10 cells in the dLNs and spleens of

recipient mice at 2, 4, and 18 weeks after B cell transfer. Memory Hy10 B cells were identified

Transiently antigen primed B cells form multiple memory subsets
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Fig 1. Single acquisition of threshold activating amount of Ag enables generation and persistence of memory B cells in vivo. A, Experimental

outline. Unpulsed Hy10 B cells or Hy10 B cells pulsed ex vivo for 5 min with 0.5 or 50 μg/mL DEL-OVA, were transferred into recipient mice s.c.

preimmunized with OVA, DEL-OVA, or BSA in CFA. B, C, Expansion of Hy10 cells in recipient mice 2 weeks after transfer. Total (B) and GL7− (C)

Transiently antigen primed B cells form multiple memory subsets
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as CD4−CD8− B220high GL7low CD45.1 cells (S1A Fig). Under all tested conditions the major-

ity of GL7low Hy10 B cells were confirmed to express high levels of CD38 at 2 and 18 weeks,

consistent with a memory or naïve B cell phenotype (S1B Fig) [4]. Using the gating strategy

outlined in S1C Fig we then identified unswitched (IgM+IgD+/lo) and class-switched

(IgM−IgD−) GL7low B cells and further subcategorized them into double negative (DN,

CD80−PD-L2−), single positive (SP, CD80−PD-L2+), and double positive (DP, CD80+PD-L2+)

subsets as described before [11,12]. The gating was defined based on DEL-OVA pulsed Hy10

B cells from the dLNs of DEL-OVA immunized mice relative to naïve Hy10 B cells from unim-

munized mice (S1C Fig).

We first examined development of memory B cells by Ag-pulsed Hy10 B cells in the OVA,

DEL-OVA and BSA-immunized mice shortly after their transfer (Fig 1A). At two weeks after

transfer, Hy10 B cells expanded (Fig 1B) and formed GL7low memory cells in the dLNs of

recipient mice under all conditions, exceeding numbers of naïve Hy10 cells recovered from

unimmunized recipient mice (Fig 1C). Surprisingly, frequencies of DN class-switched and

unswitched GL7low Hy10 cells were almost as high in BSA immunized recipients as in OVA

immunized recipients, in which cognate T cell help was available (Fig 1D and 1E, left panels),

and the numbers recovered from dLNs were similar (S2A and S2B Fig, left panels). Higher

frequencies and numbers of DN switched and unswitched GL7low cells were observed in

DEL-OVA immunized recipients in which Hy10 cells pulsed with a large dose of Ag could

reacquire Ag in vivo (left panels, Fig 1D and 1E and S2A and S2B Fig). Generation of both

unswitched and isotype-switched SP and DP memory cells on the other hand, was more simi-

lar in dLNs of both DEL-OVA and OVA-immunized mice where T cell help was available,

regardless of the amount of Ag B cells initially acquired or their ability to reacquire Ag in vivo.

At the same time, formation of SP and DP GL7low Hy10 cells was greatly reduced in BSA-

immunized control mice (left panels, Fig 1D and 1E and S2A and S2B Fig). Overall, in OVA or

DEL-OVA immunized mice SP and DP B cells made up about 30–50% of total Hy10 GL7low

cells, (left panels, Fig 1D and 1E and S2A and S2B Fig). A similar pattern of memory cell accu-

mulation was observed in spleens of recipient mice, except for an overall less robust response

by unpulsed Hy10 cells transferred to DEL-OVA immunized recipient mice (left panels, Fig

1F and 1G and S2C and S2D Fig). These results suggest that in the presence of T cell help, sin-

gle transient acquisition of a small amount of Ag by B cells may be sufficient for initial genera-

tion of class-switched, SP, and DP subsets of memory B cells.

To determine whether Hy10 memory cells generated in this fashion might have a defect in

long-term survival, memory cell persistence was measured at 4 weeks after Hy10 B cell trans-

fer, when resolution of GCs was expected, and 14 weeks later. At 4 weeks a larger population

of DP class-switched memory B cells was generated in dLNs and spleens by Hy10 cells that

had initially received a large dose of Ag and could reacquire Ag in vivo (middle panels, Fig 1E

and 1G and S2B and S2D Fig). These results suggest that over time a larger dose of acquired

unswitched (left), and isotype-switched (right) Hy10 cells from LNs of recipient mice, shown as fraction of B220 normalized to the number of Hy10 cells

transferred. n = 2 independent experiments with 3–6 mice. D–G, Memory B cell responses of unpulsed (open symbols) and 50 μg/mL (filled symbols) or

0.5 μg/mL (shaded symbols) DEL-OVA pulsed Hy10 B cells in draining inguinal LNs (dLNs, D, E) and spleens (F, G) of OVA (blue symbols), DEL-OVA

(red symbols), and BSA (black symbols) immunized recipient mice 2 weeks (left panels), 4 weeks (middle panels) and 18 weeks (right panels) after

transfer. DN, SP, and DP subpopulations gated as in S1A and S1C Fig and shown as ratio to total B220+CD4−CD8− singlet lymphocytes. H, Hy10 PC

recall response in dLNs 3 days after secondary s.c. immunization with 50 μg DEL-OVA in IFA, 18 weeks after initial transfer of Hy10 cells. For 2 and 4

week timepoints and recall, n = 2 independent experiments with 4–6 mice per condition; for 18 weeks, n = 4 independent experiments, 6–12 mice per

condition. Each symbol represents one mouse, line at median. Symbol with thicker line denotes DEL-OVA immunized recipient of naïve Hy10 cells in

which unswitched PCs were recovered; all other recovered Hy10 PCs were class-switched. *, P<0.05 (Kruskal-Wallis test with Dunn’s post-test

between naïve and each immunized condition (B, C) and all conditions at each timepoint (D–H). Differences between groups not annotated by an

asterisk did not reach statistical significance.)

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0183877.g001
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Ag promotes accumulation of effector-like memory cells. However, in the dLNs of OVA- and

DEL-OVA-immunized mice, differences in memory subpopulations among these conditions

declined substantially by 18 weeks (right panels, Fig 1D and 1E and S2A, S2B and S1D Figs).

Of note, while DN Hy10 memory cells were detected in BSA immunized recipients at this

time, very few SP or DP memory cells persisted in these mice. In the spleen, a larger population

of class-switched DP memory cells was observed in DEL-OVA and OVA immunized mice

that received B cells pulsed with a saturating compared to threshold dose of Ag (right panels,

Fig 1G and S2D Fig). Consistent with the similar populations of local memory cells among

conditions in the dLNs of DEL-OVA and OVA-immunized mice, we found no substantial dif-

ference among these conditions in the early class-switched PC recall response in dLNs, which

has been shown to be predominantly mounted by class-switched and DP memory B cells (Fig

1H and S1E Fig) [3,10,12].

The higher frequency of isotype-switched and DP memory cells observed 4 weeks after

transfer of DEL-OVA pulsed Hy10 B cells in DEL-OVA immunized mice may be potentially

explained by prolonged residence in GCs by Hy10 B cells that could acquire and reacquire

more Ag in vivo. However, less prominent differences in the numbers of isotype-switched DP

cells observed at 18 weeks suggest that other factors may have contributed to accumulation or

persistence of these memory B cells at later times.

We therefore decided to verify duration of Hy10 B cells’ persistence in GCs under all condi-

tions. The expectations were first, that the GC response would take place in the Ag-draining

LNs but not in the spleen; second, that Hy10 B cells pulsed with a threshold dose of Ag would

be more rapidly outcompeted from GCs than B cells pulsed with a larger dose of Ag; third, that

Hy10 cells that acquired Ag a single time would be more rapidly outcompeted than B cells that

could recurrently acquire Ag in vivo; and fourth, that Hy10 GC B cells would exit GCs by 4

weeks following their transfer. GC B cells were defined as B220high GL7high IgDlow (Fig 2A)

and confirmed as CD38low 2 and 18 weeks after transfer (Fig 2B). As previously observed,

Hy10 cells were recruited into GCs in dLNs following single or recurrent Ag acquisition in

DEL-OVA and OVA, but not BSA-immunized mice (2 weeks, Fig 2C and 2D and S2E Fig)

[14]. As expected, 2 weeks after transfer both naïve and Ag-pulsed Hy10 B cells exhibited a

trend for more robust GC participation in dLNs of DEL-OVA immunized mice than Ag-

pulsed Hy10 B cells in OVA-immunized mice (2 weeks, Fig 2C and S2E Fig). However, similar

GC participation was observed by Hy10 cells that transiently acquired a threshold activating

dose of Ag compared to cells pulsed with a saturating dose (2 weeks, Fig 2C and S2E Fig).

Unexpectedly, Hy10 cells that acquired a single saturating or threshold dose of Ag were able to

persist for at least 4 weeks in GCs in OVA-immunized mice, while Hy10 cells transferred into

most DEL-OVA immunized mice persisted through the course of the experiment in the dLNs

(Fig 2C, S2E Fig).

A GC response by Hy10 B cells in the spleen was even less expected. While naïve unpulsed

Hy10 B cells mounted little GC response in the spleens compared to dLNs of mice s.c. immu-

nized with DEL-OVA (Fig 2C–2F and S2E and S2F Fig), we observed robust splenic GC par-

ticipation by Hy10 B cells pulsed with Ag prior to transfer, regardless of whether recipient

mice were immunized with DEL-OVA or OVA, and less robust participation in spleens of

BSA immunized recipients. At 4 weeks after transfer GC participation by Hy10 B cells pulsed

with a threshold dose of Ag decreased ~10–100-fold. However, participation of Hy10 B cells

pulsed with a saturating dose of Ag did not substantially decline at this time, regardless of

whether they were transferred into OVA or DEL-OVA immunized mice (4 weeks, Fig 2E and

S2F Fig). Finally, by 18 weeks, some Hy10 cells pulsed with either a saturating or threshold

dose of Ag and transferred to OVA or DEL-OVA immunized mice still persisted in splenic

GCs at similar levels, again regardless of whether they could reacquire Ag in vivo (18 weeks,

Transiently antigen primed B cells form multiple memory subsets
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Fig 2E and S2F Fig). Therefore, we observed that B cells that transiently acquired only a thresh-

old activating dose of Ag not only got recruited into GC responses in non-Ag draining second-

ary lymphoid organs, but in some recipients also persisted (albeit at low levels) in GCs for at

least 4.5 months.

Fig 2. Single acquisition of threshold activating amount of Ag enables GC persistence in spleen. A, Hy10 GC B cell gating

strategy. See Fig 1A for experimental outline. B, CD38 staining of GL7+IgDlo B cells in dLNs 2 weeks after Hy10 transfer to

recipient mice. Representative of n = 2 independent experiments with 4–6 mice at 2 and 18 weeks after transfer. C–F, Hy10 (C, E)

and total (D, F) GC B cells following transfer of unpulsed (open symbols) and 50 μg/mL (filled symbols) or 0.5 μg/mL (shaded

symbols) DEL-OVA pulsed Hy10 B cells in dLNs (C, D) and spleens (E, F) of OVA (blue symbols), DEL-OVA (red symbols), or

BSA (black symbols) immunized recipient mice at the indicated times post transfer, shown as fraction of total B220+CD4−CD8−

singlet lymphocytes (C, E, upper panels), fraction of total GC B cells (C, E, lower panels), or total number of GC B cells per tissue

(D, F). For 2 and 4 week timepoints, n = 2 independent experiments with 4–6 mice per condition; for 18 weeks, n = 4 independent

experiments, 6–12 mice per condition. Each symbol represents one mouse, line at median. *, P<0.05 (Kruskal-Wallis test with

Dunn’s post-test between all conditions at each timepoint. Differences between groups not annotated by an asterisk did not reach

statistical significance).

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0183877.g002
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Discussion

In this study we sought to determine whether transiently Ag-pulsed B cells could generate

class switched and unswitched CD80−PDL2+ and CD80+ PD-L2+ functional memory subpop-

ulations, and whether the initial dose of transiently acquired Ag or B cells’ ability to reacquire

Ag in vivo altered their persistence in GCs and generation or survival of functional subpopula-

tions of memory B cells.

We found that even a small dose of transiently acquired Ag was sufficient to enable genera-

tion of class-switched and SP and DP memory cells and that acquisition of more Ag or recur-

rent exposure to Ag did not lead to a significant increase in early (2 week) memory B cell

numbers of all tested subtypes. Efficient generation of SP and DP memory cells was dependent

on acquisition of T cell help, as Hy10 B cells pulsed with a saturating dose of Ag and trans-

ferred to BSA immunized mice generated substantially lower numbers of these cells. However,

at one month post transfer the frequency of class-switched DP memory B cells was signifi-

cantly higher for B cells that were pulsed with a large dose of Ag and could reacquire Ag in
vivo. The observed difference at this time mirrors the prolonged participation in GCs of Ag-

pulsed Hy10 B cells that could reacquire Ag in vivo and were pulsed with a saturating dose

of Ag. Interestingly, by 4.5 months after transfer, the frequencies of class-switched and

unswitched SP and DP memory Hy10 B cells in dLNs decreased approximately 10–15 fold and

were not significantly different among non-control conditions. Consistent with that, similar

early class-switched PC responses were observed after secondary immunization. While the

cumulatively observed results suggest that survival of memory B cells generated after a single

transient Ag acquisition by B cells were not defective compared to B cells that recurrently

acquired Ag, unambiguous interpretation of these findings is complicated by participation of

Hy10 B cells in GCs for substantially longer than expected.

Hy10 B cells were able to persist in GCs in dLNs for 18 weeks or longer when recipient

mice had been immunized with cognate Ag. Of note, similarly low-level long term GC persis-

tence has been previously observed following primary s.c. immunization with CFA [3], as well

as after viral infection [19] and secondary immunization [10]. Such persistence has been attrib-

uted to long-term preservation of cognate Ags and their continuous availability to GC B cells.

Surprisingly, we observed very efficient recruitment and long-term participation of Ag-pulsed

(but not naïve) Hy10 B cells into the GC response in spleens of mice s.c. immunized with

either cognate Ag (DEL-OVA) or non-cognate Ag (OVA). While the abundance of Hy10 cells

with a GC phenotype dropped over time 100–1000-fold, they persisted in the spleens of some

recipients for over 4.5 months. Of note, this was observed even when Hy10 B cells were pulsed

with a very low, threshold activating dose of DEL-OVA ex vivo and was dependent on the pres-

ence of activated cognate helper T cells, as similarly long-term participation was not observed

in BSA immunized recipient mice. It is possible that more comparable levels of memory cells

observed 4.5 months after the transfer of Hy10 cells that acquired saturating or threshold acti-

vating amounts of Ag could be due to continuous input from these small but persistent splenic

GC B cells.

We hypothesize that Ag-pulsed Hy10 cells, which are largely retained in the spleen for ~24-

36h (unpublished observations), may be able to recruit cognate Th cells and populate GCs at

this site. Because less Ag drains to the spleen, transferred Hy10 cells pulsed ex vivo with Ag

may be able to outcompete endogenous B cells here. This is in contrast to dLNs, in which

Hy10 cells that can reacquire cognate Ag compete more successfully with endogenous B cells

than those that cannot reacquire Ag, regardless of whether they were pulsed with Ag prior to

transfer. This suggests that competition with endogenous GC B cells is more robust in dLNs

and that reacquisition of Ag is necessary for Hy10 B cells to persist in GCs here. Another

Transiently antigen primed B cells form multiple memory subsets
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possible explanation for prolonged GC participation by Hy10 cells in the spleen could be

acquisition of cross-specificity to continuously available environmental or endogenous Ags as

B cells continuously mutate their BCRs in GCs. Such a phenomenon may explain previously

recorded occurrences of GC B cells that have little to no detectable specificity to the immuniz-

ing Ag [20].

In this study we also observed that Ag-pulsed Hy10 B cells transferred into BSA immunized

control mice expanded, but differentiated into SP and DP memory cells substantially less effi-

ciently than in recipients in which cognate helper T cells had been preactivated. In these mice

Ag-pulsed Hy10 B cells also participated at low levels in splenic GCs, but did not persist in

them long-term. The observed partial participation of Ag-pulsed Hy10 B cells in the memory

and GC response in BSA-immunized mice may be an outcome of a T-independent response

of activated B cells in the inflammatory milieu induced by immunization. Alternatively, for-

eign Ag presentation by Hy10 B cells drives modest activation of endogenous DEL- and OVA-

specific Th cells that could, in turn, support Hy10 B cells’ participation in some but not all

aspects of a T-dependent response.

Overall, in this study we demonstrate that when T cell help is available, transient acquisition

of even a threshold activating dose of Ag can enable prolonged participation of B cells in the

GC response and generation of various subpopulations of memory B cells, including the

class-switched and CD80 PD-L2 based SP and DP memory subsets that quickly differentiate

into class switched PCs during recall [3,10,12]. Therefore, this work suggests that functional

memory cells can be generated following a single Ag acquisition event and may represent a

mechanism to promote a wider diversity of Ag-responsive clones to both persistent as well as

transiently arising variants of mutating pathogens.

Supporting information

S1 Fig. Gating strategies. A, Hy10 memory B cell gating strategy. Representative of n = 2–4

experiments with 4–12 mice per condition. 2 week timepoint shown from dLNs. B, CD38

staining of GL7− Hy10 cells in dLNs. Representative of n = 2 independent experiments with

4–6 mice at 2 and 18 weeks after transfer. 2 week timepoint shown. C, Class-switching and

memory subpopulation gating. For recovery of high numbers of Hy10 naïve and memory cells

for memory subpopulation gating, 5x106 unpulsed or 1x106 DEL-OVA pulsed Hy10 B cells

were transferred to naïve and DEL-OVA immunized recipient mice, respectively. Draining

LNs from DEL-OVA immunized and peripheral LNs from unimmunized recipients were ana-

lyzed 2 weeks after transfer. GL7− Hy10 (left, middle panels) and endogenous (right panels) B

cells were gated as in A. Representative of n = 2 independent experiments with 3–4 mice. D,

Example of memory subpopulation gating from 18 week timepoint. Representative of n = 4

independent experiments with 6–12 mice. E, Plasma cell gating strategy. PCs were identified

as B220lo intracellular Ighi cells (upper panels, red gates) that were larger and stained more

brightly for intracellular Ig than B220+ cells (middle panels, black gates). Ig+B220+ cells (grey

gates) shown for comparison. Class switched PCs were defined based on intracellular IgM

staining (lower panels).

(PDF)

S2 Fig. Single acquisition of threshold activating amount of Ag enables generation and

persistence of memory B cells in vivo. Memory (A–D) and GC (E, F) B cell responses of

unpulsed (open symbols) and 50 μg/mL (filled symbols) or 0.5 μg/mL (shaded symbols)

DEL-OVA pulsed Hy10 B cells in dLNs (A, B, E) and spleens (C, D, F) of OVA (blue symbols),

DEL-OVA (red symbols), and BSA (black symbols) immunized recipient mice 2 weeks (left

panels), 4 weeks (middle panels) and 18 weeks (right panels) after transfer. DN, SP, and DP
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subpopulations gated as in S1A and S1C Fig, and GCs gated as in Fig 2A. All populations

shown as total number of cells per dLNs (A, B, E) and spleens (C, D, F). �, P<0.05 (Kruskal-

Wallis test with Dunn’s post-test between all conditions at each timepoint. Differences

between groups not annotated by an asterisk did not reach statistical significance.)

(PDF)

S1 Table. List of antibodies used.

(PDF)
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